An In Vitro Adult Mouse Muscle-nerve Preparation for Studying the Firing Properties of Muscle Afferents
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**Abstract**

Muscle sensory neurons innervating muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs encode length and force changes essential to proprioception. Additional afferent fibers monitor other characteristics of the muscle environment, including metabolite buildup, temperature, and nociceptive stimuli. Overall, abnormal activation of sensory neurons can lead to movement disorders or chronic pain syndromes. We describe the isolation of the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle and nerve for in vitro study of stretch-evoked afferent responses in the adult mouse. Sensory activity is recorded from the nerve with a suction electrode and individual afferents can be analyzed using spike sorting software. In vitro preparations allow for well controlled studies on sensory afferents without the potential confounds of anesthesia or altered muscle perfusion. Here we describe a protocol to identify and test the response of muscle spindle afferents to stretch. Importantly, this preparation also supports the study of other subtypes of muscle afferents, response properties following drug application and the incorporation of powerful genetic approaches and disease models in mice.

**Introduction**

Skeletal muscles are innervated by sensory neurons that provide the central nervous system with important information about the muscle environment. Muscle spindles are highly specialized encapsulated structures composed of intrafusal muscle fibers that are located in parallel with extrafusal muscle fibers. Spindles are innervated by Group Ia and II afferents that encode changes in muscle length and intrafusal fiber tone is dynamically regulated by innervating gamma motor neurons. Group Ib afferents are positioned between muscle fibers and their tendon insertions and are sensitive to changes in muscle force, for instance during muscle contraction. The Group Ia, Ib and II afferents provide proprioceptive feedback that aids in appropriate motor control. Additional populations of muscle afferents located throughout the muscle (Group III and IV) serve to signal metabolite buildup, the presence of nociceptive stimuli, and muscle temperature. This muscle sensory information is critical to maintaining homeostasis, preventing muscle damage and modulating movement. Muscle afferents can alter their firing patterns based on prior experience. Activation of nociceptors can lead to the induction of chronic pain states and aberrant signaling from the muscle proprioceptors can lead to problems with balance or movement. We use an isolated muscle-nerve in vitro preparation to study the response of muscle sensory neuron receptor endings from adult mice of both sexes (shown are responses from 2-4 month old C57Bl/6 mice). The mouse is the model genetic species for studies in mammals. This preparation requires the isolation of the deep peroneal branch of the sciatic nerve and the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle, a fast twitch muscle of the peroneal group found in the lateral part of the lower leg. The EDL is used to study muscle contractile properties has tendons that are easy to isolate and is small enough to allow adequate diffusive oxygen supply at rest and with reasonable contraction duty cycles. Other muscles in this area (for instance soleus and tibialis anterior) are of similar size and this preparation could be easily modified to record from afferents from these muscles. A suction electrode is placed onto the cut end of the nerve to record muscle sensory afferent firing. Individual neurons can be identified and analyzed based on their spike shape using spike sorting software. Stimulating electrodes in the bath or on the nerve can be used to evoke muscle contraction. Muscle length and force can be controlled and measured using commercially available systems. Similar in vitro preparations have been used in rodents to study Group III and IV muscle afferents in the rat EDL, Group Ia and II spindle afferents in the rat fourth lumbrical toe muscle and Group III and IV muscle afferents in the mouse plantar muscle.

An in vitro preparation allows for the study of the direct response of a perturbation on the afferents, the ability to study gamma afferent
modulation of spindle sensitivity and other integrated responses that is possible with in vivo\(^4\) or ex vivo\(^3\) preparations is sacrificed as there are no neuronal cell bodies in this preparation.

This preparation was previously used to characterize the response of mouse muscle spindle afferents to a battery of ramp and hold stretches and vibrations and it was determined that mouse spindle afferent responses were similar to those reported in other species such as rats, cats, and humans. Mouse muscle afferent responses were found to be similar at both 24 °C and 34 °C bath temperatures, although at 34 °C absolute firing rates were faster and the afferents were more able to respond to faster length changes\(^1\). We describe below how this preparation can be used to identify and study the muscle spindle afferents. Moreover, this preparation can easily be modified to study the response of other muscle afferent subtypes\(^2\), to compare the properties of sensory afferents in response to a drug or disease state or assorted other variables (e.g., age, sex, gene knockout).

### Protocol

Appropriate national and institutional ethics should be obtained before performing animal experiments.

#### 1. Removal of EDL Muscle and Nerve

1. Weigh and deeply anesthetize an adult mouse with inhaled isoflurane using a vaporizer with 5% isoflurane plus a 1.5 L/min oxygen flow rate or a bell jar with isoflurane soaked cotton on the bottom.
2. Ensure that the mouse is deeply anesthetized and does not respond to a toe pinch. Quickly decapitate using large, sharpened scissors or a guillotine.
3. Make a ventral midline cut through the ribs using scissors and remove the internal organs.
4. Skin the animal by grasping the skin from the neck area and pulling it past the feet.
5. Remove the legs by cutting above the hips and place the skinned legs into a dish with chilled (4 °C), carbogenated (95% O\(_2\), 5% CO\(_2\)) fluid (SIF) containing (in mM) 123 NaCl, 3.5 KCl, 0.7 MgSO\(_4\), 1.7 NaH\(_2\)PO\(_4\), 2.0 CaCl\(_2\), 9.5 NaC\(_6\)H\(_5\)O (sodium gluconate), 5.5 glucose, 7.5 sucrose, and 10 N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N’-2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES); pH 7.4±0.05\(^16\). A flow rate of 15-30 ml/min is recommended. Shown is a commercially available bath of 25 ml capacity with two stimulating electrodes fixed to the bottom of the bath, a mounted tissue post and a mount for a force and length controller (approximate bath dimensions 8.5 cm x 3 cm x 1 cm; for specifications see Table of Materials/Equipment).
6. Use #55 forceps, dissect the connective tissue around the peroneal branch to free it from the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, which are on the medial side of the tibia. Cut the tendons of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles and carefully remove them from under the nerve.
7. Remove the superficial muscle on the lateral side of the tibia to expose three distinct tendon bundles at the ankle joint—from medial to lateral: FHL, EDL, and tibialis anterior (TA), with the EDL hidden underneath the TA.
8. Cut the EDL tendons at both the ankle and knee joints using large spring scissors.
9. Using #55 forceps, dissect the connective tissue around the peroneal branch to free it from the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, which are on the medial side of the tibia. Cut the tendons of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles and carefully remove them from under the nerve.
10. Remove the superficial muscle on the lateral side of the tibia to expose three distinct tendon bundles at the ankle joint—from medial to lateral: FHL, EDL, and tibialis anterior (TA), with the EDL hidden underneath the TA.
11. Cut the TA tendon at the ankle joint, lift the TA up and away from the EDL, and cut the muscle near the knee to remove it.
12. Cut the FHL tendon at the ankle and lift it back to reach the area where the nerve enters the FHL. Cut just below that point and remove ~2/3 of the FHL muscle.
13. Cut the sciatic nerve as close to the hip joint as possible and gently strip away all nerve branches except for the deep peroneal branch.
14. Cut the EDL tendons at both the ankle joint and knee joints using large spring scissors.
15. Using sharp scissors, remove the EDL, the remaining FHL and nerve from the surrounding tissue by cutting through the tibia bone at the knee and midway through the thigh. Cut away the remaining tibia bone so that just the EDL, part of the FHL and nerve remain.

#### 2. Mounting of the EDL Muscle and Nerve into the Tissue Bath (Figure 1A)

1. Before the start of the experiment, prepare the tissue bath. Constantly perfuse the bath with oxygenated (100% O\(_2\)) synthetic interstitial fluid (SIF) containing (in mM) 123 NaCl, 3.5 KCl, 0.7 MgSO\(_4\), 1.7 NaH\(_2\)PO\(_4\), 2.0 CaCl\(_2\), 9.5 NaC\(_6\)H\(_5\)O (sodium gluconate), 5.5 glucose, 7.5 sucrose, and 10 N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N’-2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES); pH 7.4±0.05\(^17\). A flow rate of 15-30 ml/min is recommended. Shown is a commercially available bath of 25 ml capacity with two stimulating electrodes fixed to the bottom of the bath, a mounted tissue post and a mount for a force and length controller (approximate bath dimensions 8.5 cm x 3 cm x 1 cm; for specifications see Table of Materials/Equipment).
2. Use the remaining FHL tissue to handle the isolated muscle-nerve and place it into the tissue bath. Place a small piece of sylgard on the bottom of the dish and use an insect pin through the remaining FHL tissue to stabilize the muscle.
3. Use 6-0 silk sutures to be both tendons and affix one end to the tissue post and the other to the lever arm of the force and length controller (see Table of Materials/Equipment for specifications). Use the smallest suture length that is practical. Remove the insect pin and sylgard after you have tied the tendons. NOTE: To facilitate easy connection to the lever arm a small piece of wire can be bent into a "Y" shaped hook and fixed into the lever arm with epoxy. The suture can then be tied to the wire instead of threaded into the small hole on the lever arm.
4. Make suction electrodes from SA 16 glass by first using a glass micropipette puller (Heat = 286, Pull = 0, Velocity = 150, Time = 200); break the tip back and manually grind it on a sharpening stone until there is about a 3 mm taper. Melt the tip using a microforge to the desired tip inner diameter of between 10 - 100 µm depending on the area of nerve one wishes to sample from (see Figures 1B-1C for electrode schematic and Table of Materials/Equipment for product information).
5. Fill a premade glass suction electrode to the inner silver wire with SIF.
6. Suction the cut end of the nerve into the electrode and connect to the positive port of a differential amplifier. Wrap the electrode with a chlorided silver wire that connects to the negative port of the headstage. Ground the SIF bath by running a second chlorided silver wire from
7. Stimulate the muscle via the electrodes mounted on either side of the muscle in the tissue bath to induce a twitch contraction. Alternatively, place a stimulating electrode on the cut end of the nerve. Increase the stimulating voltage until a peak contractile force is observed and then increase the voltage by an additional 15% to reach supramaximal voltage (0.5 msec pulse width). Continue the twitch contractions at the supramaximal voltage, with a 10 sec rest in-between, but vary the length of the muscle until a peak contractile force is reached to find the optimal length ($L_o$) of the muscle. All length ramps and vibrations will start with the muscle at this length.

8. Allow the muscle-nerve preparation to remain in the bath for at least 1 hr before subsequent data collection to allow the tissue to reach the bath temperature and for normal synaptic transmission to recover following dissection in a low calcium solution.

9. To collect data at a temperature other than room temperature, place a temperature probe into the tissue bath near the muscle. Slowly bring the bath up to temperature by pumping heated water through the tissue bath base plate. Wrap clay microwavable heating pads around the SIF reservoir to help maintain a steady temperature.

### 3. Data Collection

1. To identify an afferent as a spindle afferent, record the neuronal activity during repeated twitch contractions produced by a 0.5 msec supramaximal voltage stimulus delivered once every second. NOTE: Muscle spindle afferents should pause during the twitch contraction. *(Figure 2)*

2. Use data acquisition software to apply length changes at different speeds and to different lengths. Use a custom script to automate this task (see supplemental information for a screenshot of the script and directions on how to customize the stretches given). Apply ramp-and-hold stretches of 4 sec at stretch lengths of 2.5%, 5%, and 7.5% $L_o$ and stretch speeds of 20, 40, or 60% $L_o$/sec. NOTE: See user manual for specific force and length controller for necessary voltage-to-millimeter conversion factor.

3. At the end of the experiment, determine muscle health at 24 °C using maximal isometric tetanic contractions (500 msec train, 120 Hz train frequency, 0.5 msec pulse width, supramaximal voltage). Compare the peak contractile force to previously reported values (~24 N/cm$^2$). *(Figure 3A)*

### Representative Results

The response of muscle afferents can be recorded following a variety of perturbations, depending on which afferent subtype is being studied. Representative responses of muscle spindle afferents to muscle contraction and ramp and hold stretch are shown here. To identify an afferent as a spindle afferent, twitch contractions are given once every second (0.5 msec pulse width) to see if there is a pause in firing during contraction. *(Figure 2)*. Figure 2 shows a representative trace of neuronal activity and muscle tension during these twitch contractions. No neuronal activity is observed during twitch contractions, as expected for spindle afferents. If the recorded afferent was a Group Ib Golgi tendon organ afferent, an increase in firing rate during the contraction would be expected.

Under control conditions most afferents with a regular firing pattern (~12 impulses/sec at 24 °C and ~32 impulses/sec at 34 °C) are muscle spindle afferents. A subset of spindle afferents will only fire during stretch (in our hands ~11% of spindle afferents). *(Figure 3A)* shows a representative raw trace of two muscle spindle afferents responding to a ramp and hold stretch produced by the force and length controller. The Spike Histogram feature of LabChart is used to identify and analyze the instantaneous firing frequency of the two individual neurons separately (Figures 3B-3C).
Figure 1. Isolated Muscle Preparation A) The extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and innervating sciatic nerve are mounted in an isolated tissue bath perfused with oxygenated synthetic interstitial fluid (SIF). An extracellular amplifier connected to a suction electrode records neural activity. A dual force and length controller—with appropriate software—controls and measures muscle force and length. The tissue bath electrodes deliver stimuli to produce twitch or tetanic contractions. Pumping heated water through internal bath plate channels controls the tissue bath temperature. B) Pulled glass suction electrode with ~3 mm tapered tip. C) Magnified depiction of the ideal tip shape for the suction electrode that is produced using a microforge. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 2. Spindle Afferent Response to Twitch Contraction. Neuronal activity (top trace) and muscle tension (bottom trace) from 30 twitch contractions are superimposed with top overlapping trace in black. Afferent activity pauses during contraction-induced tension increase, which is a characteristic response of muscle spindle afferents. Bracket and arrow above the top trace denote the time during contraction when activity is paused.
Figure 3. Spindle Afferent Response to Ramp and Hold Stretch

A) Raw neural activity of two afferents (top trace) during a ramp and hold stretch applied to the EDL (muscle length shown in bottom trace). B) Instantaneous firing frequency (Inst. Fr., impulses per sec) of the unit exhibiting activity at L_0 from A (shown in blue). C) Instantaneous firing frequency of the smaller unit that only fires during the stretch (shown in orange). Both units exhibit the spike frequency adaptation during stretch that is characteristic of muscle spindle afferents.

Discussion

The goal of this article was to describe a method for recording from muscle spindle afferents in an isolated mouse muscle-nerve preparation. We have found that mouse spindle afferents respond similarly to stretch as those from rats, cats and humans, and other laboratories have used mice as model organisms to study sensory neurons in both the muscle and the skin in vitro (for example).

Muscle sensory afferents can be recorded for at least 6-8 hr at both 24 °C and 34 °C. To minimize handling the EDL and nerve, use the remaining portion of the FHL to handle the tissue whenever possible. Following the dissection, wait at least 1 hour to start data collection to allow the tissue to equilibrate to bath temperature and for normal synaptic transmission to recover. Previously, muscle health was verified on a subset of muscles used in this preparation by determining that the maximal tetanic contractile force generated by the muscles is similar to that reported by others at the beginning and end of the experiment.

Muscle spindle afferents were identified functionally in this preparation by looking for a characteristic pause in firing in response to twitch contraction (Figure 2) as well as the expected instantaneous frequency increases in response to length changes (Figure 3). In our experience, most afferents that fire in control conditions are muscle spindle afferents. The length of the nerve retained in this preparation (~7 mm maximum) is not long enough to use afferent conduction velocity differences to identify muscle afferent subtypes. Additionally, unlike in cats and humans, measures of dynamic sensitivity were not able to clearly differentiate Group Ia and II afferents in mice (for further discussion see Wilkinson et al.). Other subtypes of afferents (i.e., Group III and IV) can be identified using additional functional tests in this preparation, for instance by adding substances like capsaicin, ATP, or bradykinin, decreasing bath pH, exposing the muscle to ischemia, etc. Using suction electrodes allows the activity from multiple sensory neurons to be recorded at once, which increases the amount of data that can be collected from a single muscle. This preparation can be used to gauge the overall effect of a perturbation on sensory neuron population responses or the responses of identified afferents. If the spike shapes are unique enough, up to 4 sensory neurons can be discriminated by software (both Spiko2 (Cambridge Electronic Design) and LabChart Pro (AD Instruments) have performed similarly). In cases where neurons cannot be discriminated, changes in electrode placement or tip diameter can easily be implemented.

In summary, the mouse muscle-nerve in vitro preparation is a simple experimental approach that can be used to investigate the response properties of muscle sensory afferents to various physicochemical perturbations, injury and disease models. Additionally, this preparation is ideally suited to take advantage of the powerful genetic tools available in mice, including transgenic animals and optogenetic tools.
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